A fluorogenic 2D glycosheet for the simultaneous identification of human- and avian-receptor specificity in influenza viruses†
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The switch in glycan-receptor specificity of influenza viruses may cause their interspecies transmission. However, tools that can simultaneously unveil the different receptor specificities of a single virus strain, in a homogeneous solution, have been elusive. Here we show a simple yet effective ‘2D glycosheet’ that is capable of simultaneously identifying the human- and avian-glycan-receptor specificity of influenza viruses. Two fluorophores with different emission colors are coupled with avian- or human-glycan receptors. Then, the glycan–fluorophore conjugates with different receptors and emission colors are co-assembled on a 2D molybdenum disulfide platform, producing a duplexed, fluorogenic 2D glycosheet. While the system shows a single emission color with viruses containing a single receptor specificity, in the presence of a virus (H7N9) containing dual (human- and avian-) receptor specificity the system produces both emission colors. Interestingly, the use of graphene oxide and carbon nanotubes as the material substrate also produces dual emission with H7N9, thus enabling a new generation of low-dimensional glycomaterials for effectively probing the switch in receptor-specificity of influenza viruses.

Introduction

Influenza A viruses are segmented, negative-sense and single-stranded RNA viruses. They are classified into various subtypes according to the serological reactivity of their surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA). The HA protein is the key mediator of virus infection to the host cells with a receptor binding site (RBS) on its globular head, which determines the specificity of binding to α2,3-sialic acid (SA) or α2,6-SA receptors on host cells. Generally, avian influenza viruses have a preference for α2,3-SA and attach to cells of the lower respiratory tract, type II pneumocytes and non-ciliated cells. In contrast, influenza viruses infecting mammals have a preference for α2,6-SA and attach to cells of the upper respiratory tract, primarily to ciliated cells. However, mutations and re-assortments within the RBS can switch the receptor-binding specificity of the viruses and therefore result in the interspecies transmission of influenza viruses. The traits of HA-receptor binding preference can be harnessed for rapid identification of influenza A virus. Although many elegant methods have been developed for the detection of influenza viruses, a tool that can concomitantly probe the avian- and human-receptor specificity of a single virus strain in a homogeneous solution has been elusive. Here we develop a 2D glycosheet by the co-assembly of two different fluorophore–glycan conjugates to a 2D material for the simultaneous identification of the dual-receptor specificity of a single influenza virus strain.

Conceptual insights

The possibility of an unpredictable reoccurrence of an influenza pandemic produces a tangible social anxiety and fear worldwide. While the influenza viruses mainly circulate in birds, mutations can cause the viruses to infect, and thus circulate in, humans. Hence, an effective surveillance technique for influenza is in urgent demand. Conventional techniques for the detection of influenza are both expensive and technically demanding requiring complicated manipulations. It is clear that a simple method to simultaneously identify both the bird- and human-infection risk of a single influenza virus strain is urgently required. We have developed a simple method using a 2D glycosheet material composite that is capable of simultaneously identifying both the human- and bird-infecting ability of an influenza virus that can circulate in humans (H7N9), using two different colored emissions. We believe, this research will lead to much needed early warning systems for the surveillance and evaluation of the influenza virus and therefore prevent future global pandemics.
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The development of 2D materials has become a very topical research area in many industrial fields since these thin-layer sheets show a number of superior properties to their bulk counterparts. Of particular interest is the incorporation of 2D materials into the development of biomedical material composites. These materials have shown promise in sensing biomacromolecules, cell imaging and disease theranostics. Here we describe the use of a 2D molybdenum disulfide (2D MoS2) platform for the simple construction of a 2D glycosheet that can simultaneously identify the human- and avian-receptor specificity in influenza viruses.

**Results and discussion**

It has been reported that the human- and avian-adapted HA of influenza viruses preferentially binds to the α2,6- and α2,3-sialyl glycan receptors, respectively. The switch in the receptor specificity is a key factor for virus interspecies transmission. Therefore, we set out to conjugate two different fluorescence reporters to the regioisomeric glycans. A cyan-emitting coumarin (CMN) derivative and a red-emitting dicyanomethylene 4H-pyran (DCM) derivative were used to couple with an avian-receptor (Neu5Acα2,3Galβ1,4Glc) and a human-receptor (Neu5Acα2,6-Galβ1,4Glc) (Fig. 1 and Scheme S1, ESI†). This is in agreement with the known quenching ability of the single or dual receptor specificity in influenza viruses.

![Fig. 1](image) Structures of the sialyl-glycan–fluorophore conjugates.

![Fig. 2](image) Schematic illustration of (a) the co-assembly of sialyl-glycan–fluorophore conjugates with different emission colors to 2D MoS2, producing the 2D glycosheet and (b) the use of the 2D glycosheet for the identification of the single or dual receptor specificity in influenza viruses.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of (a) the co-assembly of sialyl-glycan–fluorophore conjugates with different emission colors to 2D MoS2, producing the 2D glycosheet and (b) the use of the 2D glycosheet for the identification of the single or dual receptor specificity in influenza viruses.

sialyl glycans and fluorophores with increasing 2D MoS2 (Fig. S2a, ESI†). This is in agreement with the known quenching ability of this 2D material for fluorescence species closely attached to its surface. Interestingly, the subsequent addition of an influenza virus strain with 2,3- (i.e. H1N8: A/Hunan/3-9/2007) or 2,6-receptor (i.e. H1N1pdm09: A/California/08/2009) specificity to the probe-material composite resulted in a concentration dependent fluorescence recovery of the probes (Fig. S2b, ESI†). This fluorescence recovery was determined to be selective in terms of receptor-specificity (i.e. H1N8 for CMN23 and DCM23 and H1N1pdm09 for CMN26 and DCM26) (Fig. S3, ESI†). These preliminary results suggest that (1) 2D MoS2 is a suitable quenching platform for assembling fluorophore-conjugated sialyl glycans and that (2) the fluorescence enhancement of the material composite formed is dependent on the receptor-specificity of the influenza viruses, irrespective of the coupled fluorophore.

Having obtained these promising results, we then set out to construct 2D glycosheets using the co-assembly of a pair of CMN/DCM probes with different glycan receptors with the 2D MoS2,‡ We first determined that broad-band fluorescence was recorded for the aqueous mixture of both CMN26/DCM23 and CMN23/DCM26 at a single excitation wavelength (430 nm) (Fig. 3a). The use of a single excitation wavelength facilities the detection procedure since the majority of previous multiplexed sensing systems require the interchange of multiple excitation wavelengths to produce the different emissions. Then, we determined that the entire broad-band fluorescence emission could be quenched, in a concentration-dependent manner, with increasing 2D MoS2 (Fig. 3a), suggesting the powerful quenching ability of this 2D material for fluorophore mixtures.

To further corroborate the glycosheet assembly, a variety of other techniques including dynamic light scattering (DLS), Raman spectroscopy and zeta potential measurements were performed.

**Fig. 1** Structures of the sialyl-glycan–fluorophore conjugates.
attachment of the glycan–fluorophore conjugates to the 2D MoS2.

We also observed typical Raman shifts for the 2D MoS2 at 404 and 378 cm−1 with respect to 2D MoS2 alone, suggesting that the presence of the sulfur) and E12g (in-plane relative motion between sulfur and molybdenum) modes of hexagonal MoS2 (Fig. 3c).33 However, the intensity ratio of E12g to A1g of the glycosheets (Fig. 3d) increased with respect to 2D MoS2 alone, suggesting that the presence of the fluorophore–glycan conjugates perturbed the in-plane relative motion between the S and Mo atoms of the material.34 In addition, the zeta potentials of the glycosheets were more negative than that of the 2D material alone (Fig. 3d). This is probably a result of the coating of the negatively charged sialyl glycans on the surface of the material.

Fig. 3 (a) Fluorescence titration of the CMN23/DCM23 (1/2 μM) or CMN23/DCM26 (1/2 μM) mixture with increasing 2D MoS2 (0–300 μg mL−1) in phosphate buffered saline (0.01 M, pH 7.4) (excitation wavelength: 430 nm). (b) Dynamic light scattering of 2D MoS2, glycosheet 1 (CMN26/DCM23) and 2 (CMN26/DCM26). (c) Stacked Raman spectrum of 2D MoS2, glycosheet 1 (CMN26/DCM23) and 2 (CMN26/DCM26). (d) Zeta potential of 2D MoS2, glycosheet 1 (CMN26/DCM23) and 2 (CMN26/DCM26).

While the size distribution of the 2D MoS2 was in the low sub-micrometer range,13 the glycosheets (1: CMN23/DCM26 and 2: CMN26/DCM23) seemed to be larger (Fig. 3b). This suggests the attachment of the glycan–fluorophore conjugates to the 2D MoS2. We also observed typical Raman shifts for the 2D MoS2 at 404 and 378 cm−1, which could be ascribed to the A1g (out-of-plane vibration of sulfur) and E12g (in-plane relative motion between sulfur and molybdenum) modes of hexagonal MoS2 (Fig. 3c).13 However, the intensity ratio of E12g to A1g of the glycosheets (1 and 2) increased with respect to 2D MoS2 alone, suggesting that the presence of the fluorophore–glycan conjugates perturbed the in-plane relative motion between the S and Mo atoms of the material.14 In addition, the zeta potentials of the glycosheets were more negative than that of the 2D material alone (Fig. 3d). This is probably a result of the coating of the negatively charged sialyl glycans on the surface of the material.

Next, we tested the sensing performance of the duplexed 2D glycosheets for influenza viruses with different or mixed receptor specificities. The avian-specific H10N8, human specific H1N1pdm09 and an H7N9 “6+2” reassortant virus (A/Anhui/1/2013 derived HA and NA in the background of A/Puerto Rico/8/1934), with human-infecting properties (i.e. the HA can bind to 2,6-sialyl glycans in addition to the avian specific 2,3-sialyl glycans)35–37 were used. A fluorescence titration assay indicated that the presence of the viruses with single-receptor-specificity only enhanced the fluorescence of the corresponding sialyl glycan (i.e. H10N8 for CMN23 and DCM23 and H1N1pdm09 for CMN26 and DCM26) (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4, ESI†). This phenomenon was consistently observed for both CMN23/DCM26 (Fig. 4a) and CMN26/DCM23 2D glycosheets (Fig. 4b). In contrast, the presence of H7N9 caused both the 2,3- and 2,6-glycans to enhance (Fig. 4). These results are in accordance with the previously reported receptor specificity of the virus strains.36

In addition, we observed that the quenched cyan and red fluorescence of CMN26 and DCM23 could be recovered by H1N1pdm09 and H10N8, respectively, whereas the presence of H7N9 produced a mixed color of both glycans–fluorophore conjugates (Fig. 5a). In addition, confocal laser-scanning microscopy was carried out to corroborate the selective glycan-virus binding. Incubation of the 2D glycosheet with H1N1pdm09 and H10N8 resulted in the emergence of CMN26 and DCM23 fluorescence, respectively. In contrast, both fluorescence emissions were seen upon incubation of the material with H7N9 (Fig. 5b). These results together suggest the amenability of our 2D glycosheet for the simultaneous identification of human- and avian-glycan receptors in a single influenza virus strain.

Interestingly, we also demonstrated that the use of two other widely employed low-dimensional quenching platforms,38 2D graphene oxide (GO) and 1D carbon nanotubes (CNT), instead of the 2D MoS2, as the substrate also produced a similar result (Fig. 6 and Fig. S5, ESI†). We first observed a concentration-dependent fluorescence quenching for the mixture of CMN23 and DCM26 in the presence of increasing GO (Fig. S5a) and CNT (Fig. S5e) (ESI†). Then, we observed that while a single fluorescence was selectively enhanced (Fig. S5b and c for GO and
The most commonly used technique for influenza A virus detection is the hemagglutination assay, which is quasi-quantitative. This assay must be followed by an additional hemagglutinin inhibition assay including complicated manipulation procedures and long detection time. ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) is another frequently used method with good sensitivity. However, it requires the use of antibodies, which are expensive and sluggish to produce. Whereas the sensitivity of our 2D glycosheet is comparable to, or lower than, most of the competing methods developed including surface plasmon resonance, HPLC, gold nanoparticle based probes and quartz crystal microbalance, the speed of detection appears to be the fastest (Table S1). More importantly, our duplexed 2D glycosheet is a unique system to simultaneously determine the dual receptor specificity of a single influenza A virus in a homogeneous solution.

Conclusions

To conclude, we have developed a simple yet effective 2D glycosheet using supramolecular co-assembly of two fluorophore–glycan conjugates to a low-dimensional material platform. The fluorogenic material composite formed has proven to be effective for the simultaneous identification of the dual-receptor specificity of a single influenza virus strain. This research allows for the effective interrogation of the receptor specificity switch for seasonal influenza viruses.
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